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EPIC ttDitaxial ttaSSiVatedlntegrated ttircuit)process is a conventional dielectric isolatiOn technique

which、″as developed about fifteen years ago. In sPite Of its excellent characteristics including high isolation

voltage,low parastic capacitance and no latch up actiOns,it has been applied to a relatively limited area

because of its rather complicated Process. Recently,applications of the EPIC Process to telecommunication

ICち such as crosspdnt s宙 tches md ttbscnber hne hterface drcu紙 )whch requhe hgh vdtage,hgh ndse.

capability and high accurancy,have started.

However,the dielectric isolatiOn has some problems. One is that the breakdown voltage,BV,of elements

in the dielectric isolated island which are affected by the potential of the p01ysilicon substrate. This results in

a decrease of BV when high v01tages,such as lightening surges and ringer signals,are applied to lcs. The other

is that minority carriers are recombined at an interface between the isolation oxide and the single crystalline

silicon island. This results in a decrease Of the lateral Pnp transistor hFE Value and an increase in the thyristor

FVD.

New techniques were deve10ped to s01ve these problems. In the first place,a channel stopper structure

with n+buried layer shown in Fig。 1(al was newly designed in order to elixninate the dependence of BV on the

substrate potential,which alsO acts to elinlinate the recOmbination Of lninority carriers at the interface. Fig。

1(b)shows a cOnventional channel stOpper structure without n+buried layer.

Fig。 2 shows the calculated maximum electric field Emax VS・ the oxide thickness for the 4口 m junction

depth diOdes shown in Figs.1(a)and(b),which have a field plate along with the channel stopper to realize high

voltage. The Emax in the structure with the buried layer is 10wer than that Of the conventional structure,

therefore it achieves a higher]3V for the same Oxide thickness。

Fig.3 shows the calculated BV Of the structure with the buried layer as a function of fixed charge density

Qss in passivation oxide. It is evident that Qss must be cOntrolled within a limited range in order to obtain the

required BV and that this range becomes smaller,as the junctiOn depth becomes shallower. TherefOre,a

technique,which is able to cOntrol the Qss by controlling temperature and atmosphere of final heat treatment

in LSI fabircatiOn process,was developed. The BV is limited by the electric field at the place b and increases

with increasing tl when the Qss iS 10Wer than the peak Point of the ctlrve in Fig。 3. TherefOre,the wider Qss

range can be Obtained by the increase of the tlo calCulated relationships as shown in Fig。 3 were confirmed

experimentally and high BV devices were realized. These results will be presented in a detailed lnanuscript now

being prepared.

Using above techniques,npn transistor(BVcBO≧ 350V,hFE γ 100)and Pnp transistor(BVcBO≧ 350V,

hFE α 10)Were developed with 3.5um junction depth,and both lateral thyristor and gate turn― off lateral

thyristor of BV>400V were also developed with 18陶 junction depth.

The dependence of the device characteristics on the distance fronl the junction to the isolation oxide was
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studied, and it was found that lateral pnp transistor hpg depended on the distance strongly. Therefore, pnp

transistors in current mirror circuits and comparators were designed under the consideration of hpB's distance

dependence. On the other hand, resistance ratios of diffused resistors were rarely dependent on the distance

arrd a high accurancy of resistance {t1.0% was achieved.

To avoid the expensive two level metallization artd to decrease the chip arear a new crossunder technique

between high voltage circuit interconnections was developed, in which the n+ buried layer of the isolated island

was utilized as the crossunder interconnection. AII of these techniques were applied to the development of the

350V switching ICs and the Z50V analog IC together with newly developed circuit techniques, which were the

exclusive control technique between two thyristors and the interruption technique of large current 500mA etc.

Fig. 4 shows a photograph of 350V, Z50mA switching IC chip for telecommunications.
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Fig. 1 Structures of channel stoppers.

Q shows place a, I shows place b.
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Fig. 2 Maximum electric field

Ema" vs. oxide thickness t1

of 4pm junction depth diodes.

(apptied voltage : 400V)

Fig.4 A photograph of the

350V, 250mA switching IC.
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Fig. 3 Breakdown voltage vs.

fixed charge density QSS for
the diodes of the structure with

the buired layer.
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